Abstract-Fast coverage of k-space is a major concern to speed up data acquisition in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and limit image distortions due to long echo train durations. The hardware gradient constraints (magnitude, slew rate) must be taken into account to collect a sufficient amount of samples in a minimal amount of time. However, sampling strategies (e.g., Compressed Sensing) and optimal gradient waveform design have been developed separately so far. The major flaw of existing methods is that they do not take the sampling density into account, the latter being central in sampling theory. In particular, methods using optimal control tend to agglutinate samples in high curvature areas. In this paper, we develop an iterative algorithm to project any parameterization of k-space trajectories onto the set of feasible curves that fulfills the gradient constraints. We show that our projection algorithm provides a more efficient alternative than existinf approaches and that it can be a way of reducing acquisition time while maintaining sampling density for piece-wise linear trajectories.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE advent of new hardware and sampling theories provide unprecedented opportunities to reduce acquisition times in MRI. The design of gradient waveforms minimizing the acquisition time while providing enough information to reconstruct distortion-free images is however an important challenge. Ideally, these two concerns (sampling scheme and gradient waveform designs) should be addressed simultaneously but it is unclear how to design a feasible waveform corresponding to a k-space sampling with good space coverage properties. The gradient waveform design is thus generally performed sequentially: a first step aims at finding the trajectory support or at least control points, and a second step consists of designing the fastest gradient waveforms to traverse the trajectory.
Recent progresses in compressed sensing (CS) [1] [2] [3] [4] give hints concerning the best strategies of k-space sampling. In particular, the k-space has to be sampled with a variable density, decaying from the lowest to the highest frequencies. To date, CS sampling schemes are limited to simple trajectories, such as 2D independent sampling and acquisition in the orthogonal readout direction. The design of physically plausible acquisition schemes with a prescribed sampling N. Chauffert density remains an open question. To better understand how the proposed approach goes beyond the state-of-the-art, we start with a short review of existing methods for designing gradient waveforms for k-space sampling. We show that existing methods do not encompass the case of curves with high curvature in terms of sampling density and scanning time, justifying a new strategy for designing gradient waveforms.
A. Related works
Some heuristic methods have been proposed to design simultaneously the sampling density and the gradient waveforms [5, 6] but these are not computationally efficient and it is not clear how to sample the k-space according to a prescribed distribution using these methods. Let us mention other algorithms that have been proposed to traverse specific curve shapes, such as spiral [7, 8] or concentric rings [9] .
It is in general easier to consider a sampling trajectory in a first time and design the gradient waveform afterwards. To the best of our knowledge, the latter problem is currently solved using convex optimization [10, 11] , optimal control [12] , or optimal interpolation of k-space control points [13] . Given an input curve, both methods find a parameterization that minimizes the time required to traverse the curve subject to kinematic constraints. This principle suffers from two limitations in certain situations. First, reparameterizing the curve changes the density of samples along the curve. This density is now known to be a key factor in compressed sensing [1] [2] [3] [4] , since it directly impacts the number of required measurements to ensure accurate reconstruction. Second, the challenge of rapid acquisitions is to reduce the scanning time (echo train duration) and limit geometric distortions induced by inhomogeneities of the static magnetic field (B 0 ) by covering the kspace as fast as possible. The perfect fit to an arbitrary curve may be time consuming, especially in the high curvature parts of the trajectory. In particular, the time to traverse piecewise linear sampling trajectories [2, [14] [15] [16] [17] may become too long. Indeed, the magnetic field gradients have to be set to zero at each singular point of such trajectory. For this reason, new methods have to be pushed forward to fill this gap.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we propose an alternative method based on a convex optimization formulation. Given any parameterized curve, our algorithm returns the closest curve that fulfills the gradient constraints. The main advantages of the proposed approach are the following: i) the time to traverse the kspace is usually shorter, ii) the distance between the input and output curves is the quantity to be minimized ensuring a low deviation to the original sampling distribution, iii) the maximal acquisition time may be fixed, enabling to find the closest curve in a given time and iv) it is flexible enough to handle additional hardware constraints (e.g., trajectory starting from the k-space center) in the same framework.
C. Paper organization
In Section II, we review the formulation of MRI acquisition, by recalling the gradient constraints and introducing the projection problem. Then, in Section III, it is shown that curves generated by the proposed strategy (initial parameterization + projection onto the set of physical constraints) may be used to design MRI sampling schemes with locally variable densities. In Section IV, we provide an optimization algorithm to solve the projection problem, and estimate its rate of convergence. Finally, we illustrate the behaviour of our algorithm on two particular cases: rosette and Travelling Salesman Problembased trajectories (Section V).
In this section, we recall classical modelling of the acquisition constraints in MRI [11, 12] . We justify the lack of accuracy of current reparameterization methods in the context of variable density sampling, and motivate the introduction of a new projection algorithm. 
B. Gradient constraints
The gradient waveform associated with a curve s is defined by g(t) = γ −1ṡ (t), where γ denotes the gyro-magnetic ratio [11] . The gradient waveform is obtained by energizing gradient coils (arrangements of wire) with electric currents.
1) kinematic constraints: due to obvious physical constraints, these electric currents have a bounded amplitude and cannot vary too rapidly (slew rate). Mathematically, these constraints read:
where · denotes either the ∞ -norm defined by
2 . These constraints might be Rotation Invariant (RIV) if · = · ∞,2 or Rotation Variant (RV) if · = · ∞ , depending on whether each gradient coil is energized independently from others or not. The set of kinematic constraints is denoted S:
2) Additional affine constraints: Specific MRI acquisitions may require additional constraints, such as:
• Imposing that the trajectory starts from the k-space center (i.e., s(0) = 0) to save time and avoid blips. The endpoint can also be specified by s(T ) = s T , if s T can be reached during travel time T .
• In the context of multi-shot MRI acquisition, several radio-frequency pulses are necessary to cover the whole k-space. Hence, it makes sense to enforce the trajectory to start from the k-space center at every T R (repetition time):
• In addition to starting from the k-space center, one could impose starting at speed 0, i.e.ṡ(0) = 0.
• To avoid artifacts due to flow motion in the object of interest, gradient moment nulling (GMN) techniques have been introduced in [18] . In terms of constraints, nulling the i th moment reads t t i g(t)dt = 0.
Each of these constraints can be modeled by an affine relationship. Hereafter, the set of affine constraints is denoted by A:
where v is a vector of parameters in R p (p is the number of additional constraints) and A is a linear mapping from the curves space to R p . A sampling trajectory s : [0, T ] → R d will be said to be admissible if it belongs to the set S ∩ A. In what follows, we assume that this set is non-empty, i.e. S ∩A = ∅. Moreover, we assume, without loss of generality, that the linear constraints are independent (otherwise some could be removed).
C. Finding an optimal reparameterization
The traditional approach to design an admissible curve s ∈ S given an arbitrary curve c : [0, T ] → R d consists of finding a reparameterization p such that s = c • p satisfies the physical constraints while minimizing the acquisition time. This problem can be cast as follows:
It can be solved efficiently using optimal control [12] or convex optimization [11] . The resulting solution s = c • p has the same support as c. This method however suffers from an important drawback when used in the CS framework: it does not provide any control on the density of samples along the curve. For example, for a given curve support shown in Fig. 1(a) , we illustrate the new parameterization (keeping the same support) and the corresponding magnetic field gradients (see Fig. 1 (b) for a discretization of the curve and (c) for the gradient). We notice that the new parameterized curve has to stop at every angular point of the trajectory, yielding more time spent by the curve in the neighbourhood of these points (and more points in the discretization of the curve in Fig. 1(b) ). This phenomenon is likely to modify the sampling distribution, as illustrated in Section III. The next part is dedicated to introducing an alternative method relaxing the constraint of keeping the same support as c.
D. Projection onto the set of constraints
The idea we propose in this paper is to find the projection of the given input curve c onto the set of admissible curves S:
where
dt. This method presents important differences compared to the optimal control approach introduced here above: i) the solution s * and c have different support (see Fig. 1 (d)) unless c is admissible; ii) the sets composed of the discretization of c and s * at a given sampling rate are close to each other ( Fig. 1(e) ); iii) the acquisition time T is fixed and equal to that of the input curve c. In particular, time to traverse a curve is in general shorter than using exact parameterization (see Fig. 1 (f) where
t In the next section, we will explain why the empirical distribution of the curves obtained by this projection method is close to the one of the input curve, and we illustrate how the parameterization will distort the sampling distribution.
III. CONTROL OF THE SAMPLING DENSITY
Recent works have emphasized the importance of the sampling density [1] [2] [3] [4] in an attempt to reduce the amount of acquired data while preserving image quality at the reconstruction step. The choice of an accurate distribution p is crucial since it directly impacts the number of measurements required [19] . In this paper, we will denote by π a distribution defined over the k-space K. The profile of this distribution can be obtained by theoretical arguments [1] [2] [3] [4] leading to distributions as the one depicted in Fig. 2(a) . Some heuristical distributions are known to perform well in CS-MRI experiments ( Fig. 2(b) ). A comparison between these two approaches can be found in [20] . However, designing a trajectory that performs sampling according to a fixed distribution while satisfying gradient constraints, is really challenging and has never been adressed so far. Recent attemps did not manage gradient constraints to design continuous variable density sampling trajectories since the sampling curve cannot be traversed at constant speed, especially at angular points as shown in Fig. 1(b) . This impacts the sampling density by concentrating probability mass in the portions of the curve associated with large curvature. In this section, we show that if we start from an inadmissible trajectory that covers the k-space with an empirical distribution close to the target one, then we can figure out how to design an admissible sampling trajectory with almost the same empirical distribution. Strategies to design such input curves are detailed in Appendix A. In what follows, we first derive theoretical guarantees, and then, we perform experiments to quantify the distribution distortion.
A. Theoretical guarantees
Let us show that the sampling distribution carried over a curve that our algorithm delivers can be close to a fixed target distribution. To this end, we start with the definition of the empirical distribution of a curve, and then we introduce a distance defined over distributions. 
This means that the mass of a set ω is proportional to the time spent by the curve in ω. The natural distance arising in our work is the between-distribution Wasserstein distance W 2 defined hereafter:
and P(M ) be the set of measures over M . For µ, ν ∈ P(M ), W 2 is defined as:
where Π ⊂ P(M × M ) denote the set of measures over M × M with marginals µ and ν on the first and second factors, respectively.
W 2 is a distance over P(M ) (see e.g., [22] ). Intuitively, if µ and ν are seen as mountains, the distance is the minimum cost of moving the mountains of µ into the mountains of ν, where the cost is the 2 -distance of transportation multiplied by the mass moved. Hence, the coupling encodes the deformation map to turn one distribution into the other.
A global strategy to design feasible trajectories with an empirical distribution close to a target density π relies on:
1) finding an input curve c, such that P c is close to π; 2) estimating s * the projection of c onto the set of constraints, by solving Eq. (4). The objective is to show that W 2 (P s * , π) is small. Since W 2 is a norm, the triangle inequality holds:
The initial guess term W 2 (P c , π) can be as small as possible if c is a Variable Density Sampler [2] . The proof is postponed to Appendix A for the ease of reading. Here, we are interested in the distortion term W 2 (P s * , P c ). The following proposition shows that the W 2 distance between the empirical distributions of the input curve and of the output curve (c and s * ) is controlled by the quantity d(s * , c) to be minimized when solving Eq. (4).
Proposition 1. For any two curves s and c
Proof. In terms of distributions, the quantity d(s, c) reads:
where γ s,c is the coupling between the empirical measures P s and P c defined for all couples of measure sets
The choice of this coupling is equivalent to choosing the transformation map as the association of locations of c(t) and s(t) for each t. We notice that the quantity to be minimized in Eq. (7) is an upper bound of W 2 (P s , P c ) 2 , with the specific coupling γ s,c .
To sum up, solving the projection problem amounts to minimizing an upper bound of the W 2 distance between the target and the empirical distributions of the solution if we neglect the influence of the initial guess term.
B. Simulations
Next, we performed simulations to show that the sampling density is better preserved using our approach than relying on the optimal control approach. For doing so, we use travelling salesman-based (TSP) sampling trajectories [2, 15] , which are an original way to design random trajectories which empirical distribution is any target distribution such as in Fig. 3(a) . 10000 such independent TSP were drawn and parameterized with arc-length: note that these parameterizations are not admissible in general. Then, we sampled each trajectory at fixed rate ∆t (as in Fig. 3(b) ), to form an histogram (the empirical distribution shown in Fig. 3(c) ), which was compared to π in Fig. 3(d) . The error is actually not closed to zero, since the convergence result is asymptotic in the size of the curve that is bounded in this experiment. In Fig. 4 (top row), we show that the classical reparameterization technique [12] lead to a major distortion of the sampling density, because of the behavior on the angular points illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Then, we considered three constant speed parameterizations and projected them onto the same set of constraints (G max = 40 mT.m −1 and S max = 150 mT.m −1 .ms −1 ). Among these 3 initial guesses, we first used an initial parameterization with low velocity (10 % of the maximal speed γG max with γ = 42.576 MHz.T −1 ), which projection fits the sampling density quite well. Then, we increased the velocity to reach first 50 % and then 100 % of the maximal speed. The distortion of the sampling density of the projected curve increased, but remained negligible in contrast to the exact reparameterization. Hence, this example illustrates that if we have a continuous trajectory with an empirical sampling distribution close to the target one, our projection algorithm enables to design feasible waveforms while sampling the k-space along a discretized trajectory with an empirical density close to the target one as well. . Columns represent the k-space trajectory, the empirical distribution and the difference with the target distribution π (Fig. 3(a) ).
IV. FINDING FEASIBLE WAVEFORMS USING CONVEX

OPTIMIZATION
Since the set of constraints S ∩ A is convex, closed and non-empty, Problem (4) always admits a unique solution. Even though S has a rather simple structure 2 , it is unlikely that an explicit solution to Problem (4) can be found. In what follows, we thus propose a numerical algorithm to find the projection.
Problem discretization: In order to define a numerical algorithm, we first discretize the problem. A discrete curve s is defined as a vector in R n·d where n is the number of discretization points. Let s(i) ∈ R d denote the curve location at time (i − 1)δt with δt = T n−1 . The discrete derivativė s ∈ R n·d is defined using first order differences:
In the discrete setting, the first-order differential operator can be represented by a matrixṀ ∈ R nd×nd , i.e.ṡ =Ṁs. We define the discrete second-order differential operator byM = −Ṁ * Ṁ ∈ R nd×nd .
2 it is just a polytope when the ∞ -norm is used.
An efficient projection algorithm: The discrete problem we consider is the same as problem (4) except that all objects are discretized. The set S is now S := {s ∈ R n·d , Ṁ s α, M s β} with all norms discretized. Similarly, the discretized version of A is denoted A. The main idea of our algorithm is to take advantage of the structure of the dual problem to design an efficient projection algorithm. The following proposition specifies the dual problem and the primal-dual relationships. 
Moreover, let (q * 1 , q * 2 ) denote any minimizer of the dual problem (9) is given by
where A + = A * (AA * ) −1 denotes the pseudo-inverse of A and z = c −Ṁ
Let us now analyze the smoothness properties of F .
Proposition 4. Function F (q 1 , q 2 ) is concave differentiable with gradient given by
Moreover, the gradient mapping ∇F is Lipschitz continuous with constant L = |||Ṁ * Ṁ +M * M |||, where |||M||| denotes the spectral norm of M.
The proofs are given in Appendix B. The dual problem (9) has a favorable structure for optimization: it is the sum of a differentiable convex functionF (q 1 , q 2 ) = −F (q 1 , q 2 ) and of a simple convex function G(q 1 , q 2 ) = α q 1 * +β q 2 * . The sumF+G can thus be minimized efficiently using accelerated proximal gradient descents [23] (see Algorithm 1 below).
Moreover, by combining the convergence rate results of [23, 24] and some convex analysis (see Appendix D), we obtain the following convergence rate:
Algorithm 1: Projection algorithm in the dual space
2 ) with q 
V. ILLUSTRATIONS
To compare our results with [12] , we used the same gradient constraints. In particular, the maximal gradient norm G max is set to 40 mT.m −1 , and the slew-rate S max to 150 mT.m −1 .ms −1 . k-space size is 6 cm −1 and sampling rate is ∆t = 4 µs. For the ease of trajectory representation, we limit ourselves to 2D sampling curves, but the algorithm encompasses the 3D setting. The Matlab codes containing the projection algorithm as well as the scripts to reproduce the results depicted hereafter are available at http://chauffertn.free.fr/codes.html. First, we illustrate the output of Algorithm 1 for the case of rosette trajectories introduced in [25] , showing a similar behaviour of our algorithm compared to optimal control. Then, we show an application to gradient waveform design to traverse TSP-based sampling trajectories. In this case, only our algorithm yields a fast kspace coverage.
A. Smooth trajectories
The first illustration in Fig. 5 shows that when the sampling curve is smooth enough, our algorithm has a similar behaviour than optimal control. Here, we considered the case of Rosette trajectory defined in [12, 25] as k(t) = k max sin(ω 1 t)[cos(ω 2 t); sin(ω 2 t)] (with ω 1 = 1.419 and ω 2 = 0.8233 rad.s −1 ). In Fig. 5 , we considered c(t) the parameterization of k(t) at constant speed (90% of γG max ). The black curve represents the projection of c onto the set of constraints for Rotation Variant (RV) constraints (Fig. 5(a) ) and for Rotation Invariant (RIV) constraints (Fig. 5(b) ). Then, we show the corresponding gradient waveforms to traverse the trajectory (see Fig. 5(c,d) for optimal control solution and Fig. 5(e,f) for the output of our projection algorithm).
We observed that the time spent to traverse the curve is slighty shorter compared to the exact reparameterization, while the support of the curve is reduced. Of course, the initial parameterization of c has a strong impact, and there is a trade-off between the time spent to traverse the curve and the distance to the original support. We also noticed that RV constraints are less restrictive, enabling a faster traversal time in the optimal control framework (Fig. 5(c) ) or a lower support distortion in the proposed setting (Fig. 5(a) ), as also noticed in [26] .
In this example, there is no real difference between the optimal control and the projection approaches. The following example, based on piece-wise linear sampling curves, shows in contrast that optimal control yields really longer traversal time. . Gradient waveforms to design rosette trajectories [25] . Left (resp. right), with Rotation-Variant (RV) (resp. Rotation-Invariant (RIV)) constraints ( = ∞ (resp. = ∞,2 )). Corresponding gradient waveforms (gx(t), gy(t), g(t) ). Top row: k-space trajectories between -6 and 6 cm −1 . Middle row: gradient waveforms corresponding to optimal reparameterization [12] . Bottom row: gradient waveforms corresponding to the proposed projection algorithm.
B. TSP sampling
Next, we performed similar experiments with a TSP trajectory, as introduced in [15] . We illustrate the results for RIV constraints, given an initial parameterization at 50 % of the maximal speed. In Fig. 6(a) , we notice that the output trajectory is a smoothed version of the initial piece-wise linear trajectory. Algthough the output curve has a slightly different support, the traversal time is reduced from 58 ms (optimal reparameterization that can be computed exactly) to 16 ms (Fig. 6(b-c) ). The main reason is that TSP trajectories embody singular points, requiring the gradients to be set to zero for each of these points. Therefore, a sampling trajectory with singular points is time consuming. The main advantage of our algorithm is that the trajectory can be smoothed around these points, which saves a lot of acquisition time.
This second example shows that with existing methods, it is hopeless to implement TSP-based sequences in many MRI modalities, since the time to collect data can be larger than any realistic repetition time. In contrast, our method enables to traverse such curves in a reasonable time which can be tuned according to the image weighted (T 1 , T 2 , proton density). 
VI. CONCLUSION
We developed an algorithm to project any parameterized curve onto the set of curves which can be implemented on actual MRI scanners. Our method is an alternative to the existing gradient waveform design based on optimal control. The main advantage of our approach is that one can reduce the time to traverse a curve if the latter has a lot of high curvature areas, like a solution of the TSP. In Section III-A, we aim at controlling the Wasserstein distance W 2 (P s * , π), where π is a target fixed sampling distribution, and P s * is the empirical distribution of the projected curve. We used the triangle inequlity (6) to bound this quantity by W 2 (P s * , P c ) + W 2 (P c , π). Here, we show that the quantity W 2 (P c , π) can be as small as possible if c is Variable Density Sampler (VDS) [2] . First, we define the concept of VDS, and then we provide two examples. Next, we show that if c is a VDS, W 2 (P c , π) tends to 0 as the length of c tends to infinity.
A. Definition of a VDS
First, we need to introduce the definition of weak convergence for measure: Definition 3. A sequence of measures µ n ∈ P(K), the set of distributions defined over K, is said to weakly converge to µ if for any bounded continuous function φ
We use the notation µ n µ.
According to [2] , a (generalized) π-VDS is a set of times T n , such that T n → ∞ when n → ∞, and a sequence of curves c Tn : [0, T n ] → R d such that P c Tn π when n tends to infinity. A consequence of the definition is that the relative time spent by the curve in a part of the k-space is proportional to its density. Before showing that this implies that W 2 (P c Tn , π) tends to 0, we give two examples of VDS.
B. VDS examples
We give two examples to design continuous sampling trajectories that match a given distribution. The two examples we propose provide a sequence of curves, hence a sequence of empirical measures, that weakly converge to the target density.
1) Spiral sampling: The spiral-based variable density sampling is now classical in MRI [27] . For example, let n ∈ N be the number of revolutions and r : [0, 1] → R + a strictly increasing smooth function. Denote by r −1 its inverse function.
Define the spiral for t ∈ [0, n] by c n (t) = r t n cos(2πt) sin(2πt) and the target distribution π by:
x 2 +y 2 r(1) 0 otherwise then P cn π when the number of revolutions n tends to infinity.
2) Travelling Salesman-based sampling: The idea of using the shortest path amongst a set of points (the "cities") to design continuous trajectories with variable densities has been justified in [2, 14] . Let us draw n k-space locations uniformly according to a density q define over the dD k-space (d = 2 or 3), and join them by the shortest path (the Travelling Salesman solution). Then, denote by c n a constant-speed parameterization of this curve. Define the density:
Then P cn π when the number of cities n tends to infinity. These two sampling strategies are efficient to cover the kspace according to target distributions, as depicted in Fig. 7 . For spiral sampling, the target distribution may be any 2D radial distribution, whereas the Travelling salesman-based sampling enable us to consider any 2D or 3D density. 
C. Control of W 2 distance
Let us now assume without loss of generality that
d . Let us recall a central result about W 2 (see e.g., [22] ):
An immediate consequence of this proposition and of the compactness of K is the following proposition: Proposition 6. Let (c Tn ) n 1 be a π-VDS, and ε > 0. Then, there exists n 1 such that c Tn : [0, T n ] → K fulfills:
To sum up, Proposition 6 ensures that we can find an input curve which empirical distribution is as close to the target distribution π as we want.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Definition 4 (indicator function). Let B ⊆ R n . The indicator of B is denoted ı B and defined by:
Let us now recall a classical result of convex optimization [28, P. 195 ]:
Then the following identity holds: Therefore, s * (q 1 , q 2 ) is the orthogonal projection of z = c − Mq 1 −M * q 2 onto A. Since A is not empty, AA + v = v, and the set A = {s ∈ R n·d , As = v} can be rewritten as
The vector z − s * (q 1 , q 2 ) is orthogonal to A, it therefore belongs to ker(A) ⊥ = im(A * ). Thus s * (q 1 , q 2 ) = z + A * λ for some λ such that:
This leads to λ = (AA * ) −1 (v − Az). We finally get The analysis proposed here follows closely ideas proposed in [24, [31] [32] [33] . We will need two results. The first one is a duality result from [32] . Proposition 8. Let f : R m → R ∪ {∞} and g : R n → R ∪ {∞} denote two closed convex functions. Assume that g is σ-strongly convex [28] and that Ari(dom(f ))∩ri(dom(g)) = ∅. Let A ∈ R m×n denote a matrix. Let p(x) = f (Ax) + g(x) and d(y) = −g * (A * y) − f * (y). Let x * be the unique minimizer of p and y * be any minimizer of d.
Then g * is differentiable with 1 σ Lipschitz-continuous gradient. Moreover, by letting x(y) = ∇g * (−A * y):
The second ingredient is the standard convergence rate for accelerated proximal gradient descents given in [24] . To conclude, it suffices to set g(s) = Its dual problem (9) 
